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The “Cartographic Program” has investigated interesting, apparently stable, 
cross-linguistic linear orderings among certain sentence constituents, including left 
peripheral elements (1a), adverbs (1b) and attributive adjectives (1c). 
 
(1) a. FORCE > TOPIC > FOCUS > TOPIC > FINITENESS > TENSE... Rizzi (1997) 
 b. HABITUAL > REPET > FREQ > VOL > CELERATIVE > ANT > ...  Cinque (1999) 
 c. SIZE > LENGTH > HEIGHT > SPEED > DEPTH > WIDTH > ...  Scott (2002) 
 
To account for them, cartography’s "signature move" is to propose hierarchies of 
functional projections related by functional selection (2a-c): 
 
(2) a. [FORCE [TOP [FOC [TOP [FIN [TENSE [….]]]]]]]    
 b. [HABITUAL [REPETITIVE [FREQ [VOLITION [CELERATIVE [ANTERIOR [….]]]]]]]  
 c. [SIZE [LENGTH [HEIGHT [SPEED [DEPTH [WIDTH [….]]]]]]]   
 
Here I consider an alternative approach to the key ordering data. Specifically, I: 
■ review problematic aspects of functional hierarchies (f-hierarchies). 
■ contrast linearity as it arises through f-hierarchies and linearity as it arises in 

mathematical domains (numbers) 
■ review recent work by Scontras et al 2017a indicating that a single "inequality 

relation" underlies ordering of attributive adjectives in nominals 
■ show how this point might be incorporated in a theory of feature-driven projection.  
 
1.0 Functional Hierarchies and Functional Selection 
 
Cartography derives linear orderings by appeal to functional selection: a series of 
functional heads α, β, γ, δ, etc. in a series of concentric projections αP, βP, γP, δP, 
etc. where each head stands in its own specific f-selection relation (Σα, Σβ, Σγ, Σδ,...) 
to the projection beneath it (3): 
 
(3)         ↱Σα↴ ↱Σβ↴   ↱Σγ↴    ↱Σδ↴      F-selection 
 [αP   α   [βP   β   [γP   γ   [δP   δ   [εP ... ] ] ] ] ]  Projection 
 
Relevant linguistic items occupy head or Spec positions. The sequence of f-selection 
relations determines the sequence of projections determines the order of linguistic 
items in those projections.  
Key property: each head f-selects a unique complement of a unique kind. 

This architecture is problematic in various respects. 
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1.1 The Problem of Explanation 
Capturing linear order in a theory ≠ explaining it. Explanation in cartography - why we 
have the hierarchies we do - must lie in explaining the relevant f-selection relations. 
 - What is it about a SIZE head (or the size concept) that obliges it to select  
  LENGTHP? 
 - What is it about a LENGTH head (or the length concept) that obliges it to select  
  HEIGHTP? 
 Etc. 
The f-selection relations are all different, unique to the head type; plausibly the 
answers to these questions are all different as well. 
 
Cartography offers no answers. Either the sequence of f-selection relations is 
stipulated as a fact about UG or hope for explanation is directed to semantics.  
 
Semantic selection is based on logical type. This can explain selection between, 
e.g., D and NP (4a); but not between left peripheral (4b) or modifier (4c) heads & 
phrases; the latter select and project phrases of the same type (<s,t>, <e,t>). 
 
 (4) a.          b.  
 
 
 c. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Semantics can't help here. 
 
1.2 The Problem of Plenitude 
Capturing linear order via local f-selection relations entails that whenever we have 
two ordered linguistic elements X, Y (say large and broad) in different projections in 
an f-hierarchy, we must have all projections between them (5a): 
 
(5) a. [SIZEP large [LENGTHP [HEIGHTP [SPEEDP [DEPTHP [WIDTHP wide [NP board ]]]]]]]   ✔ ︎ 
 b. [SIZEP large [WIDTHP wide [NP board ]]]    X!! 
 

SizeP<e,t>
Size LengthP<e,t>

Length HeightP<e,t>
Height SpeedP<e,t>

Speed DepthP<e,t>
Depth WidthP<e,t>

Width NP<e,t>

ForceP<s,t>
Force TopicP<s,t>

Topic FocusP<s,t>
Focus TopicP<s,t>

Topic FiniteP<s,t>
Finite TP

DP
D<<e,t>,<<e,t>,t.> NP<e,t>
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This is because ordering does not hold pairwise between heads in the hierarchy (5b), 
but only "by transitivity," through the sequence (5a).  
 
Similarly if the highest projection in a hierarchy is selected by a functional element 
and the lowest head selects some lexical phrase, the whole hierarchy must be 
present between, even when no hierarchy elements are realized (6): 
 
(6) [DP the [SIZEP [LENGTHP [HEIGHTP [SPEEDP [DEPTHP [WIDTHP [NP board ]]]]]]] 
 
Broadly put, sentences and phrases must project complete f-hierarchies.  
 
1.3 The Problem of Rigidity 
F-selection is not gradable: head α either does or doesn't f-selects βP. If it does, all 
elements of αP precede all elements of βP (modulo displacement). F-selection thus 
yields rigid orders. 
 
In some cases, cartographic hierarchies correspond to rigid ordering judgments (6a). 
In other cases, they don't (6b) (Truswell 2009). 
 
(6) a. big red barn ~ *red big barn 
 b. beautiful big house ~ ?big beautiful house 
 c. circular red patch ~ red circular patch 
 
F-hierarchies do not readily accommodate variability or gradability in speaker 
judgments about acceptable orderings. 
 
2.0 Linear Orders in Mathematics 
 
Numbers, the canonical case of linear order in mathematics, compare interestingly on 
these issues. Integers (ℤ) exhibit a linear order, displayed in hierarchical fashion via 
the familiar number line (7). 
 
(7) ... ─ −5  ─ −4 ─ −3 ─ −2 ─ −1 ─ 0  ─ 1  ─ 2  ─ 3 ─ 4 ─ 5 ─ ... 
 
(i) Each number is related locally to each adjacent number by a relation !. But  
 ! is the same in all cases (i,e., < ) 
(ii) ! is not "local"; it holds (or fails to hold) pairwise between all numbers on the line. 
(iii) ! can be independently defined. Assuming a prior characterization of positive  
 numbers !+ and subtraction, β ! α iff α − β ∊ !+ (Beckenbach & Bellman 1961) 

Ordering is not stated or explained via the number line (the "numerical hierarchy"). 
Ordering is defined by relation ! on the domain.  
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Consequences:  
Explanation. We know what explains integer order: the relation <, which humans 
cognize and which we can characterize independently of specific numbers. The 
numerical hierarchy (number line) is entirely derivative on <. 
 
Plenitude. Since < holds (or fails to hold) pairwise between integers, we don't appeal 
to "intermediaries" to explain relations between numbers - we don't say 2 < 5 in virtue 
of 2 < 3 < 4 < 5. Rather 2 < 5 because 5 − 2 ∊ !+.  
 
Rigidity.	Number	ordering	is	rigid	(i.e.,	α	<	β	or	β	<	α	or	α	=	β)	because	α − β ∊ !+ or  
β − α ∊ !+ or  α − β = β − α = 0. Rigidity is a byproduct of the relation < and how it's 
defined.	
 
3.0 Subjectivity (Scontras et al 2017a,b) 
 
Scontras et al (2017a) investigated adjectival ordering experimentally. 26 relatively 
frequent, imageable adjectives from 7 classes (age, color, dimension, material, 
physical, shape, value). Elicited naturalness judgments on A-A-N object descriptions 
from 50 participants. 

 
Simultaneously, Scontras et al did a corpus study on the Switchboard Corpus and 
BNC. The preference study and the corpus study were highly correlated (83%): 

  

Subjectivity Predicts Adjective Ordering Preferences Scontras, Degen, Goodman

previous accounts (inherentness, intersective vs. subsective modification, and complex con-
cept formation) and compared their predictions with those of subjectivity.

EXPERIMENT 1: ESTABLISHING THE MEASURES

Ordering preferences

We began by measuring preferences in adjective ordering. We selected a sample of 26 rela-
tively frequent, imageable adjectives from seven different semantic classes (age, color, dimen-
sion, material, physical, shape, value). We then elicited naturalness judgments on adjective-
adjective-noun object descriptions.

Participants We recruited 50 participants through Amazon.com’s Mechanical Turk crowd-
sourcing service. Participants were compensated for their participation.

Design and methods Participants were asked to indicate which of two descriptions of an ob-
ject sounded more natural. Each description featured a noun modified by two adjectives,
for example “the red small chair” or “the small red chair.” Descriptions were random com-
binations of two adjectives and a noun from the list in Table 1, with the constraint that no
description contained adjectives from the same semantic class. Description pairs contained
the same words, with relative adjective order reversed. On each trial, participants indicated
their choice by adjusting a slider with endpoints labeled with the competing descriptions; an
example trial appears in Figure 1. Participants completed 26 trials. On each trial, we measured
the distance of the slider from each endpoint; values ranged between 0 and 1. Only native
speakers of English were included in the analyses; we analyzed data from 45 participants.

Results For each adjective, we computed its mean naturalness score by averaging ratings of
configurations in which it appeared in first position, farthest from the noun. Figure 2 (natural-
ness) plots these mean naturalness scores by adjective class; greater values signal that a class’s
adjectives are preferred in first position, farther from the noun. This preferred distance measure

Table 1. Adjectives, noun, and their semantic classes.

Adjective Class Adjective Class Noun Class

old age good value apple food
new age bad value banana food
rotten age round shape carrot food
fresh age square shape cheese food
red color big dimension tomato food
yellow color small dimension chair furniture
green color huge dimension couch furniture
blue color tiny dimension fan furniture
purple color short dimension TV furniture
brown color long dimension desk furniture
wooden material smooth physical
plastic material hard physical
metal material soft physical
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Figure 1. Example trial from Expt. 1: Ordering preferences. Participants indicated the more natural
of two adjective-adjective-noun descriptions on a sliding scale.

closely tracks class-level ordering hierarchies reported in the literature (Dixon, 1982; Sproat
& Shih, 1991).

Corpus Validation

To validate our behavioral measure of ordering preferences, we conducted a corpus study on
the same 26 adjectives and measured their mean distance from the noun in phrases with two
adjectives. We used TGrep2 (Rohde, 2005) and the TGrep2 Database Tools (Degen & Jaeger,
2011) to extract all “A A N” NPs that contained one of the 26 adjectives in Table 1 from the
Penn Treebank subset of the Switchboard corpus of telephone dialogues (Godfrey, Holliman,
& McDaniel, 1992), as well as from the spoken and the written portions of the British National
Corpus (BNC, see http://www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk/). For these cases, we computed the distance of
each occurrence of our 26 target adjectives from the modified noun, yielding results for a total
of 38,418 adjective tokens. For each adjective, mean distance from the noun was computed
(where the position directly preceding the noun was coded as 0, and the position preceding
that was coded as 1).

Mean distance from the noun for each adjective class is shown in Figure 2 (corpus). The
corpus measure closely tracks the qualitative pattern we measured in our naturalness experi-
ment; quantitatively, the two measures are highly correlated (r2 = .83, 95% CI [.63, .90]), in
spite of the fact that the corpus measure includes cases from a superset of the nouns tested
in our naturalness experiment. Our naturalness ratings thus operationalize both immediate
ordering preferences and speakers’ preferences in natural usage.

Figure 2. Mean distance from noun inferred from naturalness ratings (preference), mean distance
from noun calculated from corpus counts (corpus), mean subjectivity ratings (subjectivity), and
mean faultless disagreement ratings (faultless) for adjectives grouped by their semantic class. Error
bars represent bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals (DiCiccio & Efron, 1996).
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Scontras et al (2017a) then did 2 follow-up experiments involving subjectivity and 
faultless disagreement tasks.  
 
Faultless Disagreement Task:  
Mary says: “That apple is old,”  
Bob says: “That apple is not old”.  
 
Rate whether Mary and Bob could both 
be right, or whether one of them must 
be wrong.  
 
 

Scontras et al (2017a): judgments of ordering naturalness and subjectivity as 
determined by scores on subjectivity 
judgment & faultless disagreement tasks 
are highly correlated. Subj explains 85% of 
variance; FD explains 88%. 
 
"We also see that as the difference in 
subjectivity approaches zero, the 
naturalness ratings approach 0.5 (i.e., 
chance): ordering preferences weaken for 
adjectives of similar subjectivity (e.g., 
“yellow square” or “fresh soft”)". p.58 
 
 
 

Scontras et al (2017a) expanded their experiment to a larger class of adjectives (78) 
and a larger subject pool to rate naturalness (495). They also recruited a larger pool 
of subjects (198) to rate subjectivity & faultless disagreement. The results were 
basically the same. 
 
Scontras et al., 2017b investigated adjective inherentness (how essential an A's 
meaning is to N it modifies), intersective vs. subsective modification (the mode 
by which A composes with the N it modifies), and concept formability (whether A 
composes with N to form a complex, idiomatic concept). In all cases, subjectivity was 
a better predictor of order. 
 
The results of Scontras et al 2017a,b suggest something like the "mathematical 
picture" for adjectival ordering, viz.,  
■ there is an "inequality" relation that speakers can judge between APs: ≤SUBJ 
■ ≤SUBJ induces an order on the domain of AP property classes (size, length, etc.) 
■ grammar appears to make use of ≤SUBJ in syntactic projection. 
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Figure 3. Example trial from Expt. 1: Subjectivity. Participants rated the subjectivity of
adjectives.

Subjectivity

With clear estimates of ordering preferences, we then measured the subjectivity of the adjec-
tives that were tested in the ordering preferences experiment. We started with a direct measure
of “subjectivity.”

Participants We recruited 30 participants through Amazon.com’s Mechanical Turk crowd-
sourcing service. Participants were compensated for their participation.

Design and methods Participants were shown a series of adjectives and asked to indicate how
“subjective” each one was on a sliding scale with endpoints labeled as “completely objective”
(coded as 0) and “completely subjective” (coded as 1; Figure 3). Participants completed a
total of 26 trials, one for each adjective in Table 1. The order was randomized for each par-
ticipant. Only native English speakers were included in the analyses; we analyzed data from
28 participants.

Results We averaged the subjectivity scores for each adjective; greater values indicate greater
subjectivity. These averages were used in the analyses reported below. Figure 2 (subjectivity)
shows these scores by adjective class.

Faultless Disagreement Validation

Because subjectivity may be an ambiguous, or even subjective, property, we explored a sec-
ond measure that may have greater ecological validity. We operationalized subjectivity as the
potential for faultless disagreement between two speakers, which captures potential uncer-
tainty about assessment criteria and assessment outcomes (Barker, 2013; Kennedy, 2013;
Kölbel, 2004).1 We had participants (n = 40) evaluate whether two speakers could both be
right while the speakers produced conflicting object descriptions. For example, an experimen-
tal trial would have Mary assert, “That apple is old,” then have Bob counter with “That apple is
not old”; participants rated whether both Mary and Bob could be right, or whether one of them
must be wrong. This measure, the faultless disagreement potential for the adjective at issue,
serves as an empirical estimate of adjective subjectivity. Figure 2 (faultless) plots these scores

1 See MacFarlane (2014) for more discussion of the many factors, both “semantic” and “pragmatic,” that
contribute to faultless disagreement effects. For a different approach, see F. Hill (2012), who builds on previous
corpus work (Wulff, 2003) to infer adjective subjectivity from surface features of strings.
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Figure 4. Mean naturalness ratings plotted against mean subjectivity scores for each of the 26
adjectives tested in Expt. 1.

by adjective class, where a value of 1 signals that a class’s adjectives are always amenable
to faultless disagreement (i.e., maximally subjective). The results of this method were highly
correlated with our direct “subjectivity” scores (r2 = .91, 95% CI [.86, .94]), suggesting that
they measure a common underlying value: adjective subjectivity.

Predicting adjective order

To evaluate the power of subjectivity in predicting adjective ordering preferences, Figure 4 plots
mean naturalness ratings (Expt. 1: Ordering preferences) against mean adjective subjectivity
scores (Expt. 1: Subjectivity). Adjective subjectivity scores account for 85% of the variance
in the naturalness ratings (r2 = .85, 95% CI [.75, .90]). The faultless disagreement scores also
perform well, accounting for 88% of the variance (r2 = .88, 95% CI [.77, .95]). Using either
measure, more subjective adjectives are preferred farther from the noun; subjectivity indeed
predicts adjective ordering preferences.

One might worry that conducting our analysis at the level of individual adjectives ob-
scures information about the specific adjective-adjective configurations that participants rated
in our naturalness experiment. We therefore computed a subjectivity difference score for each
adjective class configuration (i.e., an ordered pairing of two adjective classes, CLASS1-CLASS2) by
subtracting the mean subjectivity score for CLASS2 from the mean subjectivity score for CLASS1.
Higher difference scores indicate that the adjective class closer to the noun is less subjective
than the class farther away. Figure 5 plots mean naturalness ratings for adjective class con-
figurations against these subjectivity difference scores; the two measures are highly correlated
(r2 = .80, 95% CI [.68, .88]). We also see that as the difference in subjectivity approaches zero,
the naturalness ratings approach 0.5 (i.e., chance): ordering preferences weaken for adjectives
of similar subjectivity (e.g., “yellow square” or “fresh soft”).

Discussion

We found that adjective subjectivity scores account for almost all of the variance in naturalness
ratings, for several different analyses, strongly supporting our hypothesis that less subjective
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Attractions:  
Explanation. We would know what explains AP order: the relation ≤SUBJ, which 
humans cognize and which we can characterize independently of specific As. The 
f-hierarchy would be derivative on ≤SUBJ. 
 
Plenitude. Since ≤ SUBJ holds pairwise between APs, we don't appeal to 
"intermediaries" to explain order - we don't say large precedes wide because Size 
precedes Length precedes Height precedes Speed precedes Depth precedes Width.  
Rather large precedes wide because Size ≤ SUBJ Width. 
 
Rigidity. Adjectival ordering is predicted to be as rigid as ≤ SUBJ. For adjectives A1, A2 
for which A1 ≈ SUBJ A2, we predict fluidity. 
 
Question: Can one incorporate these results into cartography via f-selection? 
Answer: It’s hard to see how. Consider P: 
 P: X selects YP if Y is lower wrt ≤ SUBJ. 
"Selection" here can't be f-selection (it's not category specific). P is just a restatement 
of the facts. Can we implement something like the "mathematical view"? 
 
4.0 Projection from Ordered Feature-Sets 
 
Cartography "explodes" traditional heads like CP and AP (8a,b). This move yields no 
way of ordering those heads via a single relation. 
 
(8) a.         C      b.  AP 
        ↙↓↘                       ↙↓↘ 
[FORCE [TOP [FOC [TOP [FIN [TENSE [….]]]]]]]       [SIZE [LENGTH [HEIGHT [SPEED [DEPTH [WIDTH [….]]]]]]]
    
Idea:  (i) Recast f-projections as features born by unexploded heads H. 
 (ii) Order features on H by relation !  
 (ii) Align projection order with feature order via agreement. 
 
 (9) a.    HP         b.      HP   c.       HP 
   3         3          3 
  γ         H        β       HP        α             HP 
       [F1]   {[F1],[F2],[F3]}      [F2]        3        [F3]      3 
               γ      H     β        HP 
              [F1]    {[F1],[F2],[F3]}   [F2]     3 
                        γ               H 
                    [F1]   {[F1],[F2],[ F3]} 
  
 ORDER:    [F1] ≤! [F2] ≤! [F3]  
 ALIGNMENT: Agree from lowest ranked to highest ranked feature 
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There is a Minimality Problem in (9b): [F2] agrees w/H across a closer [F1] of the 
same type; similarly for (9c). This can be resolved by interpolating "light heads" (h): 
  
(10) a.       HP        b.       hP     
     3                   3           
   γ          H              h          HP     
            [F1]    {[F1],[F2],[F3]}                                   3                     
                                 γ                H   
                                  [F1]    {[F1],[F2],[F3]}   
                  
 c.                   hP   d.       hP     
                   3                3       
                 h          HP        β       h' 
               2 3          [F2]        3                    
           H       h   γ              H         h               HP 
  {[F1],[F2],[F3]}    [F1]   {[F1],[F2],[F3]}      2      3 
           H        h   γ              H 
                    {[F1],[F2],[F3]}    [F1]   {[F1],[F2],[F3]}     
    
                             
This picture has a near-perfect execution within Pesetsky and Torrego 2007, which 
postulates a three-way division in features: 
 
(11) a. iF  interpretable F, associated with a “meaning” 
 b. Fval valued F, associated with visible marking/pronunciation 
 c. F  uninterpretable-unvalued F, concordial 
 
Let F's be  
 a. interpretable on "arguments" of H 
 b. valued on H and h (@ one valuation per head) 
 c. uninterpretable-unvalued elsewhere 
 
 
(12) a.       HP        b.       hP     
     3                   3           
   γ          H              h          HP     
            [iF1]      {[Fval1],[F2]}                     [F2val]       3                     
                                 γ                H   
                                 [iF1]      {[ Fval1],[F2]}   
                  
 c.                     hP   d.              hP     
                   4                4 
                 h               HP        β            h' 
               2      3              [iF2]           4                    
           H       h       γ              H               h                 HP 
   {[ Fval1],[F2]} [Fval2] [iF1]     {[Fval1],[F2]}             2             3 
                   H          h      γ               H 
                      {[ Fval1],[F2]}   [Fval2] [iF1]     {[Fval1],[F2]} 
 
Repeat this sequence of operations for α.         
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4.1 Projecting Adjectival Modifiers (Cinque 2010, Scott '02, Laezlinger '05) 
 
■ Recast cartographic f-hierarchy as {[MAT],[COL],[SHP],[PHYS],[AGE],[VAL],[DIM],...} 
■ Replace cartographic f-heads with the single head (e.g., D/d)  
■ Order by ≤ SUBJ yielding [MAT] ≤ [COL] ≤ [SHP] ≤ [PHYS] ≤ [AGE] ≤ [VAL] ≤ [DIM]... 
 
(13) a.                      DP 
        qp          Merge D-NP 
       every               mouse 
    {[RESval],[COL],[DIM],[SC]}         [iRES] 
         
 b.         dP               
          5             Merge d[COL] 
           d            DP 
  [COLval]       qp     
                    every                mouse  
    {[RESval],[COL],[DIM],[SC]}      [iRES]      
 
 c.                                     dP 
                           Raise D  
              d                  DP 
               5                        4  
                every                  d              every        mouse 
       {[RESval],[COL],[DIM],[SC]}  [COLval]   {[RESval],[COL],[DIM],[SC]}   [iRES]   
 
 d.         dP 
       qp         Merge  
               gray                      d'        Attributive 
        [iCOL]                      
              d                  DP 
               5                        4  
                every                  d              every        mouse 
       {[RESval],[COL],[DIM],[SC]}  [COLval]   {[RESval],[COL],[DIM],[SC]}   [iRES]   
 
 
Repeat this sequence of operations for small and the Pro subject of dP.       
  
 
(14) 
 
 
 
                 ↑ 
                     d[SCOPE] 

            ↑ 
                                         d[DIMENSION] 

                                  ↑ 
                                        d[COLOR] 

dP

d
Pro '

d
...every...

dP
small '

d
...every...

dP
gray d'

d
...every...

DP
every mouse

d

d
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4.3 Projecting the Left-Periphery (Rizzi 1997) 
 
■ Recast cartographic f-hierarchy as {[FIN], [TOP2], [FOC], [TOP1], [FOR]}   
■ Replace cartographic f-heads with the single head (e.g., E/e from Banfield 1973)  
� Seek an ordering relation ! yielding [FIN] ≤! [TOP2] ≤! [FOC] ≤! [TOP1] ≤! [FOR] 
 
(15)        eP           
        qp         
     why                       e’           
    [iFOR]          
                    e               EP 
          2                  3     
           e           E            E               TP 
         [FORval] {[FINval],[FOR]}   {[FINval],[FOR]}    [iFIN]      
                         @ 
                                   . . . . 

                     
 
(16)        eP           
        qp         
     who                       e’           
    [iFOR]          
                    e               EP 
          2                  3     
           e           E            E               TP 
         [FORval] {[FINval],[FOR]}   {[FINval],[FOR]}    [iFIN]      
                           # 
                                … wh … 
            [iFOR]             
 
4.3 Rethinking the Cartographic Project  
 
■ Recast all cartographic domains not predictable by semantic type as feature sets 
■ Replace cartographic f-heads with a single head H/h relevant to the domain 
■ Analyze H as bearing subsets of feature from the domain 
■ Seek a single ordering relation for the set (i.e., generalize Scontras et al). 

5.0 Conclusion  
Proceeding this way would analogize the cartographic project in syntax to the most 
successful cartographic project yet executed in linguistics, viz.: universal phonetics. 
Consider the familiar "cartography of human vowels".  
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Vowel space is determined by extra-linguistic 
anatomy/gesture/acoustics. The linguistic 
system digitizes this space with features, 
identifying perceptually salient, acoustically 
stable, gesturally replicable feature-bundles as 
segments. Feature-relations (front/central/ 
back) reflect extra-linguistic organization.  
 
There seems to be an extralinguistic 
(cognitive) space of attributes associated with 
objects. The linguistic system digitizes this 
with features, identifying stable bundles as 

modifier concepts. Feature-relations (ordering) reflect extra-linguistic organization 
(subjectivity). 
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